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Abstract

Background—Although the risk of clinical attacks of multiple sclerosis seems to be significantly increased with viral upper respiratory tract infections (URTI), serological evidence for the reported association remains controversial. In addition, although MRI is six to 10 times more sensitive than clinical exacerbations in indexing disease activity, any possible association between URTI and MRI activity has yet to be investigated.

Objectives—To examine the relation between URTI and disease activity, in multiple sclerosis patients participating in a placebo controlled trial of interferon \( \beta-1a \), as indexed both by clinical exacerbation rate and by the number and volume of gadolinium-diethylenetriaminepentaacetic acid (Gd-DTPA) enhancing lesions on MRI. “At risk” periods were defined around symptomatic URTI, with or without serological confirmation.

Results—The relative risk of clinical relapse for serologically unconfirmed symptomatic URTI was 2.1 (p=0.004). Raised antiviral antibody titres conferred a relative risk of multiple sclerosis exacerbations that was 3.4 times higher than the “not at risk” periods (annual attack rates of 5.7 vs 1.6, respectively, p=0.006). There was no definite relation between the number or the volume of active lesions on MRI and either symptomatic or serologically defined at risk periods.

Conclusions—These results confirm the previously reported association between viral infections and multiple sclerosis exacerbations and indicate that the relative risk may be even higher when viral infection is serologically confirmed. However, the results, perhaps because of the confounding effects of interferon \( \beta-1a \), do not provide convincing evidence of increased blood–brain barrier breakdown or inflammation during periods of virally induced immune stimulation.
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Studies of twins and populations emigrating from areas of low to high risk have provided evidence of the importance of environmental factors in the risk of acquiring multiple sclerosis.\(^1\text{–}\text{4}\) Whereas the initiating antigenic stimulus remains unknown, viral infection is considered by some authors to be the most likely factor in initiation of disease.\(^5\text{–}\text{9}\) The finding that infections of the upper respiratory tract (URTI) are significantly associated with clinical exacerbations of multiple sclerosis,\(^1\text{–}\text{3}\) suggests that viruses may have a triggering role in the events that lead to blood–brain barrier breakdown or its inflammatory consequences. Both relapses and viral infections seem to be less common as the disease progresses,\(^9\) however, evidence of clinical URTI based on self reported symptoms may be less reliable than serial serological methods in providing evidence of viral exposure. Furthermore, as MRI is between six and 10 times more sensitive than clinical signs or symptoms in the assessment of disease activity,\(^14\text{–}\text{18}\) a stronger relation between URTI and active, ongoing acute changes on MRI might be expected. There have only been two previous attempts to link viral serology with multiple sclerosis relapses and these showed differing results, either a correlation with adenovirus in CSF,\(^19\) or an apparent increase in the titre of Epstein-Barr virus antibodies with attacks.\(^11\) No MRI data were included in these studies.

We report here the results of an investigation into the relation between symptomatic and serologically confirmed URTI on the one hand, and disease activity, as estimated both from the symptomatic attack rate and the number and volume of enhancing lesions on MRI, on the other.

Methods

PATIENTS

We collected data prospectively during the first 15 months of a randomised, placebo controlled trial of interferon \( \beta-1a \) (IFN\( \beta-1a \)) in 41 patients with either clinically definite (CDMS) or laboratory supported definite multiple sclerosis (LSDMS).\(^17\) There were 28 women and 13 men of median age 35 (range 21–50 years), median EDSS score 3.5 (range 0–6.5), and median disease duration six years (range 1–28 years). In 21 patients the disease course could be defined as relapsing-remitting multiple sclerosis (RRMS) and in 20, secondary progressive multiple sclerosis (SPMS). RRMS was defined as CDMS or LSDMS with two or more acute exacerbations in the previous two years and a period of neurological stability without attacks for at least three months before study entry; SPMS was defined as CDMS with an initial relapsing and remitting course followed by a progressive deterioration of disability for at
least six months and a deterioration of EDSS of at least one point during the past two years with or without superimposed acute attacks. Patients with other relevant diseases were excluded. No patient had received any form of steroid treatment in the two months before entry and none had received previous immunosuppressive treatment. Patients were randomly assigned to either placebo, 6MIU, or 12 MIU of interferon-β-1a (Rebif(R)) three times weekly by subcutaneous injection.

The cohort was followed for a total of 2516 patient weeks, at monthly visits for the first nine months and then every three months for a further nine months. The patients were asked to record all new symptoms of multiple sclerosis exacerbations and any intercurrent infections in a specially designed diary. The neurological history and diary records were reviewed with the patient at the time of the neurological assessment at each visit.

**SEROLOGICAL ASSAYS**

Panels of 10 serum samples from each patient taken at monthly intervals until month 9 were assayed for the presence of antibodies to influenza A, influenza B, respiratory syncytial, adenoviruses, cytomegaloviruses, and enteroviruses, by standard complement fixation tests. Serum samples were stored at −80°C until use. Each patient panel was thawed and tested against all six viral antigen preparations in the same assay. Initial screening was performed at a serum dilution of 1 in 32. If all 10 serum samples within the panel were negative for antibodies to a particular antigen at the screening dilution, no further testing was performed. If the pattern of reactivity within the panel changed from negative to positive, then the four samples temporally spanning this change were retested and titred accurately by twofold dilutions. Declining titres of antibody—that is, when the pattern of reactivity at the screening dilution changed from positive to negative—were not investigated further. If all samples within a panel were positive at the screening dilution, samples taken at 0, three, six, and nine months were titred to determine if a fourfold or greater rise had taken place during the year.

Infection with a particular virus was defined serologically as a fourfold or greater rise in specific antibody titre in two samples (referred to as samples A and B, see later) taken one month apart.

**MRI PROTOCOL**

A 1.5T MRI system (Magnetom SP; Siemens Medical Systems) was used to obtain Gd-DTPA enhanced, T1 weighted 3D acquired MP-RAGE (magnetisation prepared rapid acquisition gradient echo) images. We utilised gradient recalled echo sequence with a small flip angle, performed with a three dimensional Fourier transform acquisition technique after magnetisation prepared, 180° inversion pulses. The sequence parameters were TR=10, TE=4, TD=100, TI=300, flip angle=10°, matrix=192×256, field of view=250 mm, slab=180 mm, including 128 sagittal partitions with an effective slice thickness of 1.406 mm. The acquisition time was 5.25 minutes. Reproducible head positioning was performed by external landmarks (outer canthus of eye to tragus; acanthion to tragus; interpupillary line) and internal landmarks (line parallel to inferior border of genu of corpus callosum to inferior border of splenium of corpus callosum).

**DATA ANALYSIS**

The “at risk” and “not at risk” periods for multiple sclerosis exacerbations/MRI disease activity were defined differently depending on which viral correlate (clinical URTI or serological antibody titre rise) was being analysed.

The at risk period associated with symptomatic URTI was defined as a period from 14 days before until 14 days after the first symptom of each reported URTI. All other periods were considered not at risk as defined by viral URTI symptomatology.

As antibody production may not occur for up to two weeks after the time of infection,²⁶ the at risk period for serologically defined infections was defined as the interval from two weeks before sample A until two weeks after sample B—that is, an at risk period of eight weeks. All periods before this rise in antibody titre were considered not at risk as defined by antibody titre rise. Periods after the at risk period were not considered, as once the titres had risen it would be difficult to identify a further viral exposure.

An exacerbation of multiple sclerosis was defined as the development of a new neurological symptom or symptoms, or worsening of an existing symptom or symptoms, attributable to multiple sclerosis, which lasted more than 24 hours.¹⁹ Attacks were separated into two groups defined as either mild, or moderate/severe according to the change in the Scripps neurological rating scale (SNRS) (0–7) for mild, 8–14 for moderate, >14 for severe) or effects on activity of daily living (ADL) (no effect for mild, significant for moderate, admission to hospital due to multiple sclerosis for severe). The symptoms recorded in the diaries which were accepted as evidence of infection were flu or cold, or, combinations of two or more of malaise, sore throat, muscle aches and pains, running or blocked nose, or fever. Only four patients with infections reported a fever and on none of these occasions was there a temporal association with a multiple sclerosis exacerbation. Symptoms of gastrointestinal or urinary tract infections were not included in this analysis.

Available data on vaccinations allowed two groups to be defined: those who had influenza B vaccinations during the period from October 1994 until January 1995 (eight patients) and those who did not (26 patients).
the two observers, or, where discrepancies occurred, were reconciled after review of the data. A threshold value for the voxel T1 signal intensity in normal appearing white matter in one of the slices which also contained the enhancing tissue to be quantified, was defined as the mean plus 3 SD for all the voxels within the region sampled. A second three dimensional region of interest (ROI) which contained the Gd-DTPA enhancing lesion to be measured and some surrounding normal appearing white matter was then defined and all voxels with an intensity exceeding the threshold for normal appearing white matter were then counted to obtain the volume of enhancing tissue for that lesion. This method was then repeated for all lesions in each brain.

Repeated threshold determinations were made from areas of normal appearing white matter and applied to ROIs containing enhancing areas. The intraobserver error (variance) for these two manoeuvres, expressed as variance (the average of the sum of the squared deviations from the mean of the sample divided by the degrees of freedom), was 7.5%.

The numbers of enhancing lesions and the estimated volumes of the enhancing tissue were measured in all at risk scans and in a randomly selected sample of not at risk scans, as defined both by clinical URTI and antibody titre rise.

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
The differences in estimated disease activity (from both clinical and MRI data) at times of at risk periods (as defined clinically or serologically) compared with not at risk periods, were examined by $\chi^2$ test (two tailed), the results being expressed as an odds ratio (Haldane’s correction) with 95% confidence intervals (95% CIs) (Arcus software version 2.15a). Differences between the vaccinated and non-vaccinated group were analysed in a similar fashion.

Results
SYMPTOMATIC VIRAL INFECTIONS AND EXACERBATIONS OF MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS
A total of 114 URTIs were reported by 34 of 41 patients (83%) during the 15 month period of observation (2516 patient-weeks), resulting in an average annual infection rate of 2.4. Nine-teen of 114 URTIs (17%) were associated with exacerbations of multiple sclerosis. Twenty seven of 92 multiple sclerosis (29%) exacerbations occurred during at risk periods as defined by symptomatic URTI.

At risk periods around symptomatic URTIs (relative attack rate 3.3) were associated with a twofold increase in exacerbations ($p=0.004$, OR 2.0, CI 1.3–3.2) compared with not at risk periods (relative attack rate 1.6, table 1). Within the at risk period, most of the attacks occurred during the first two weeks after the onset of clinical URTI (fig). Patients with RRMS and SPMS had similar relative risks. The patients in the study had either moderate or severe attacks. The severity of the attacks of multiple sclerosis was moderate in six of 27 attacks (22%) that occurred during the at risk periods and in 12 of 65 (18%) attacks during the not at risk periods ($p=0.9$, OR 0.79, CI 0.26–2.39).

VIRAL SEROLOGY AND CLINICAL MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS ATTACKS
Sixty four clinical URTIs were reported during the 10 month period in which monthly blood samples were obtained from the patients. Eight of 64 (12.5%) clinical URTIs were accompanied by a rise in antibody titre to one of two viruses (one rise of titre was asymptomatic, table 2). The at risk periods defined by positive serology were associated with a 3.4-fold increase in clinical multiple sclerosis exacerbations (equivalent to an annual attack rate of 5.7), compared with periods not at risk ($p=0.006$, OR 3.4, CI 1.5–7.8, table 1). The exacerbation rate of multiple sclerosis during periods not at risk, as defined by serology, was similar to the rate during the not at risk periods defined by symptomatic URTIs (table 1).

Patients who reported vaccination with influenza vaccine in late 1994 (eight out of 41) did not significantly differ from those who did not have vaccination for rates of symptomatic URTIs (2.1 v 2.6), multiple sclerosis exacerbations (3.0 v 2.8), or significant increases in antibody titres (0.13 v 0.27) during 1995.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Patient-weeks (n)</th>
<th>Attacks (n)</th>
<th>Attack rate/y</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All symptomatic URTI:*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At risk</td>
<td>430</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not at risk</td>
<td>2086</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serologically proved viral infection:**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At risk</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not at risk</td>
<td>1592</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p=0.004, odds ratio 2.0 (95% CI 1.3–3.2).
**p=0.006, odds ratio 3.4 (95% CI 1.5–7.8).

URTI=Upper respiratory tract infection.

There are less patient-weeks in the serological data as blood was only collected monthly for the first 9 months.

At risk periods around symptomatic URTIs (relative attack rate 3.3) were associated with a twofold increase in exacerbations ($p=0.004$, OR 2.0, CI 1.3–3.2) compared with not at risk periods (relative attack rate 1.6, table 1). Within the at risk period, most of the attacks occurred during the first two weeks after the onset of clinical URTI (fig). Patients with RRMS and SPMS had similar relative risks. The patients in the study had either moderate or severe attacks. The severity of the attacks of multiple sclerosis was moderate in six of 27 attacks (22%) that occurred during the at risk periods and in 12 of 65 (18%) attacks during the not at risk periods ($p=0.9$, OR 0.79, CI 0.26–2.39).
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Sixty four clinical URTIs were reported during the 10 month period in which monthly blood samples were obtained from the patients. Eight of 64 (12.5%) clinical URTIs were accompanied by a rise in antibody titre to one of two viruses (one rise of titre was asymptomatic, table 2). The at risk periods defined by positive serology were associated with a 3.4-fold increase in clinical multiple sclerosis exacerbations (equivalent to an annual attack rate of 5.7), compared with periods not at risk ($p=0.006$, OR 3.4, CI 1.5–7.8, table 1). The exacerbation rate of multiple sclerosis during periods not at risk, as defined by serology, was similar to the rate during the not at risk periods defined by symptomatic URTIs (table 1).

Patients who reported vaccination with influenza vaccine in late 1994 (eight out of 41) did not significantly differ from those who did not have vaccination for rates of symptomatic URTIs (2.1 v 2.6), multiple sclerosis exacerbations (3.0 v 2.8), or significant increases in antibody titres (0.13 v 0.27) during 1995.
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cyte precursors and depletion of the myelin around the areas of myelin breakdown, associated with increased astrocyte and oligodendrocyte precursors and depletion of the myelin producing mature oligodendrocytes. The putative roles for viruses include a direct cytotoxic effect as seen in progressive multifocal leukoencephalopathy, and viral stimulation or modification of the host immune system. Virally induced immune mediated demyelination may occur through release of sequestered antigens such as myelin basic protein, increased expression of HLA molecules by cytokine induction, incorporation of a host component into a virus, disruption of the immune system leading to imbalance and autoimmunity, or molecular mimicry between viral and host protein sequences leading to autoimmunity. Alternatively viruses may act as the presumed primary event, causing increased permeability of the blood-brain barrier by increasing cytokine induced adhesins or by recognition of an endothelial epitope by virally induced peripheral blood T cells.

Many viruses have been implicated in the pathogenesis of multiple sclerosis, including measles, parainfluenza, canine distemper, SVV, retroviruses such as HTLV-1, Epstein-Barr, coronavirus, adenoviruses, herpes simplex, and reoviruses. The fact that no single virus has been consistently linked to multiple sclerosis implies that there may not be a specific multiple sclerosis agent and that several viruses may be capable of triggering abnormal immune activity, or that the cooperation of two viruses may be required to produce the pathogenic demyelination. The second hypothesis is supported by the finding that herpes simplex virus enhanced retroviral expression in a leptomeningeal line from a multiple sclerosis patient.

In the present study, the definition of at risk periods associated with URITI was different from that used by Sibley et al (from two weeks before to five weeks after an URITI) or by Panitch (from one week before to five weeks after an URITI). We accepted the definition of the beginning of the period as two weeks before the onset of clinical URITI, as it is not always easy to define the exact onset day, and because virus shedding can sometimes occur as early as 13 days before the onset of clinical symptoms. However, we limited the end of the at risk period to two weeks after the onset of clinical URITI, as viral replication is most unlikely to persist beyond this period. Andersen et al were unable to reproduce the results of Sibley et al by using the same definition of at risk period (two weeks before to five weeks after the onset of symptomatic URITI). When the at risk period was reduced to four weeks (one week before and three weeks after the onset of symptomatic URITI) a weak relative risk of exacerbation of 1.32 was obtained (p=0.0477).

Despite these differences, our data support earlier reports that URITI are a significant risk factor for multiple sclerosis exacerbations. We found that 29% of multiple sclerosis exacerbations occurred during at risk periods as defined by symptomatic attacks. This is very similar to the rates of 27% and 32% previously reported. Further, the significantly raised relative risk (RR=2.1) of multiple sclerosis exacerbations during at risk periods associated with symptomatic URITI in the present study compares closely with earlier reports (RRs of 2.8 and 2.5). On the other hand, most URITI do not precipitate exacerbations of multiple sclerosis. The 17% of URITI that we found were associated

### Table 2 URITI, clinical attacks, and viral serology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Virus</th>
<th>Raised titres</th>
<th>Symptomatic URITI</th>
<th>Clinical multiple sclerosis attacks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Influenza B</td>
<td>6*</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adenovirus</td>
<td>1†</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSV</td>
<td>1‡</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*One patient had two clinical URITIs during the single rise of antiviral antibody titre.
†One patient had a rise of antibody titres with no symptoms of URITI.
‡One patient had two multiple sclerosis attacks during the single rise of antiviral antibody titre.

RSV=respiratory syncytial virus; URITI=upper respiratory tract infection.
with attacks compares with rates of 15% and 6.8% (3.1% for highly disabled patients and 10.5% for those with little disability) in previous reports. 

Our serological data, although limited by the availability and complexity of tests for common upper respiratory tract viruses, supports the hypothesis that several different viruses may be implicated in triggering multiple sclerosis attacks. We found a higher relative risk of exacerbations (RR=3.4) when URTIs were serologically confirmed, although we acknowledge that most attacks were serologically negative. It is uncertain whether a wider search for viruses would have resulted in an even stronger serological association, or whether other agents or triggering factors are responsible for initiating most attacks.

Our results do not support an obvious effect of influenza vaccination on the rate of either attacks of multiple sclerosis or URTI, despite the fact that four of seven of the relapses were associated with positive serology to influenza B. This finding is consistent with the results of a recent prospective study of influenza vaccination in multiple sclerosis. Despite these results this area deserves further investigation as vaccination could be an important preventative option if the range of viral pathogens associated with multiple sclerosis exacerbations is restricted.

Our patients were participating in a double blind placebo controlled trial of IFNβ-1a and, as yet, we do not know which patients were on active treatment. However, we have assumed from the finding that the decrease in multiple sclerosis attack rates in patients on IFNβ-1b was not associated with any reduction in infection rate, that IFNβ-1a has no antiviral action. Further clarification must await the end of our double blind trial.

It has been claimed that the area or volume of Gd-DTPA enhancing lesions correlates with clinical worsening of multiple sclerosis. However, the methods of quantitation of enhancing multiple sclerosis lesions remains controversial. Various techniques have been employed in different studies, including manual tracing and area measurements, maximum diameter measurements of lesions, arbitrary scoring systems, and pixel mapping. In the last technique, enhancing voxels were counted at the subjective discretion of the investigator. Our technique employing 3D acquired MRI data was less biased and more reproducible in that the threshold for voxel enhancement was established statistically from normal appearing white matter. Sampling regions in the surrounding normal appearing white matter to establish a threshold intensity for each lesion allowed us to ignore the potential problem of fluctuations in the magnetic field intensity. Further, any small abnormalities present in the normal appearing white matter together with our threshold value of mean plus three SD provides a conservative underestimate of enhancing tissue volume.

In the present study there was overall a significant increase in the volume of Gd-DTPA enhancing lesions at the time of serologically proved viral exposures compared with not at risk periods, but as only three out of the eight patients showed this increase in volume in at risk periods it is difficult to know whether this was a chance finding or whether it may possibly be related to a treatment effect, as two thirds of the patients were randomised to active treatment with IFNβ-1a and one third to placebo. Other studies have shown that the introduction of IFNβ-1b therapy is associated with a pronounced reduction in disease activity on Gd-DTPA enhanced MRI. If our data reflect more than a chance association, they may suggest a link between positive viral serology and MRI evidence of breakdown of the blood-brain barrier. Furthermore, the reduction of this breakdown may be associated with antiviral or immune modulating effects of IFNβ-1a. Alternatively, other patients may have had changes in enhancing lesion load on spinal MRI, or changes that were too small to detect with our MRI technique. Larger studies with more frequent scanning and greater MRI resolution may solve this problem. The lack of a similar effect on MRI at the times of diary reported symptomatic URTI could be due to overreporting of viral infections by our patients. The average annual rate of symptomatic URTI in our study (2.4 per year) was higher and only 12.5% were serologically confirmed. By contrast, Narod et al reported an average annual rate of 1.6, and Sibley et al rates of 0.79 to 1.22 in patients with high and low multiple sclerosis attack rates, respectively.

The results reported here confirm a temporal association between symptomatic URTI and clinical exacerbations of multiple sclerosis and suggest that the relative risk of exacerbations is even higher when viral infection is serologically confirmed. In addition, we have found some evidence which may indicate that increased blood-brain barrier breakdown and inflammation occur particularly during periods of viral-induced immune stimulation. This might have implications for understanding the mechanism of action of IFNβ in RRMS and help in the development of future treatment aimed at preventing exacerbations of multiple sclerosis.

This study was carried out during trial protocols 6789 and 6954 with the support of Ares-Serono. Thanks are due to Vicki Orpe (MS triall coordinator) and to Steve Evans and his colleagues in the MRI Unit at University Hospital, Nottingham for help in data collection.
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